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Dr. sven Gard
Statens Bakteriologiska Laboratorium
Box 764
stockholm, Sweden
Dear Sven:

Your letter of May 27 just reached me, and if your cable had contained any
inkling of the situation described in this letter, I would have sent you a half-
liter of my blood right aw~ just to be on the safe side. I hope that by the
time this letter reaches you all cause for anxiety will have passed. I agree
with you that the fact that you were bitten on the left hand and exhibited the
herpetiform eruption on the right arm four days after the event speaks rather
against the possibility that the eruption on the right arm was due to B virus
infection. Nevertheless, if I had had that infor!nation at that time, I would
have wanted to get as much im~une serum into me as possible. Apparently, I
never had a recognizable B virus infection and yet, as I wrote you in my last
letter, my own serum was capable of neutralizing relatively large amounts of B
virus. I think it would be highly worthwhile to test your own serum, particu-
larly by compar-Ison with an earlier specimen if you should have tt, to determine
whether or not you have appreciable ne'ltralizing antibodies forthe B virus. I
still think that the best way to demonstrate B virus antibodies is by the neu-
tralization test, using ~le intracutaneous route in the rabbit. The tests carried
out by Burnet using the chorioallantoic membrane may be measuring an aggregating
capacity of the antibody rather than the actual neutralizing antibody. It so
happens that a very short time ago I had s~nt a very active preparation of B
virus to Dr. K. G. Thorsson, of the Karolins~Institute for Cell Research and
Genetics. If you wish to run those tests, I am sure you ooul.d get the virus from
him, because in this morning's rnail - interestingly enough - I received a letter
from him indicating that he has gotten good takes with this virus in both rabbits
and on the chorioallantoic membrane. Should it turn out that you have developed
no neutralizing antibodies for the B virus, I hope that if t~~ccasion should
ever again arise where B vi~us infection is suspected, ~e not hesitate to
cable or telephone me for some of my blood, because apparently it would be possible
to get"'tt to StockhOillmwithin 24 hours.

On May 30, at 7 a.m., we became the parents of a little girl who shall be
called Deborah Tregillus. Botl1the child and the mother are in excellent shape,
and I can assure you that even though it came late it is an extremely delightful
exper'Lence,

With all good wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Albert B. Sabin, M. D.
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